Year 5 Writing Long Term Plan
Autumn 1
Marvellous Monarchs
Rooftoppers by Catherine
Randall

Autumn 2
Spring 1
Spring 2
Theme
Marvellous Monarchs
Space
Egypt
Class
‘Macbeth’ by Andrew
The terrible thing that happened
Rubbish town hero by Nicola
Reader
Matthews
to Barnaby Brocket by John
Davies
‘Macbeth’ by Leon Garfield
Boyne
Start- The terrible thing that
happened to Barnaby Brocket
by John Boyne
English
To Entertain
HIBA- To review
To inform
To inform
Learning ‘The Promise’ by Nicola Davies
Based on books chosen by
1. Write a formal letter
Journeys
1. Write the next section
HIAS.
1. Write an informative
from the parents to
of the book in the
Written pieces to be chosen
piece about ‘The Hoggler’
the school informing
style of Nicola Davies
based on books.
2. Write an informative
them of Barnaby
2. Write the rest in the
1. Write a positive review
piece about own alien
2. Write a formal letter
style of Nicola Davies
about their favourite http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
from the school to
book
--------------------------------parents informing
---------------------------------2. Write a negative
Recount
them of their plan for
To recount
review about their
1. Write a diary entry as if
him
Read various news articles
least favourite.
Tim Peake before going
showing a viewpoint and
---------------------------into space
Barnaby Brocket by John
Project X ‘Heroes of Villians?’
Entertain
2. Write a diary entry
Boyne
1. Write a report with a
‘Macbeth’ by Andrew
before returning to Earth
positive viewpoint
Matthews.
Write a diary entry after
---------------------------------about Philippe Petit
‘Macbeth’ by Leon Garfield
returning from space
Entertain and describe2. Write a report with a
---------------------------------adventure story
negative viewpoint
1. Retell beginning of
To describe and entertain
1. Write a chapter about
about Philippe Petit
Macbeth
Banks of Space poems
Barnaby meeting a
2. Retell the next
1. Write a poem describing a
character and going on
chapter of
planet- creating a mood
an adventure
Macbeth
2. Write a poem about
2. Write another chapter
---------------------------------another planet- creating a
meeting a new
Recount
mood
character and going on
1. Write an informal,
an adventure
emotive letter from
Barnaby Brocket by John
Macbeth to Lady
Boyne
Macbeth
Swallows and Amazons by
2. Write a letter to the
Arthur Ransom
witches about killing
the king

Summer 1
Egypt
The Dream master by
Theresa Breslin

Discuss
1. Should people be
allowed on rubbish
dumps?
2. Should they go with
Tortu?
Rubbish town hero by
Nicola Davies
Discussion texts
------------------------------To entertain- viewpoint
1. Write a narrative
from the viewpoint
of the wolf when
he’s just been
captured.
2. Write a narrative
from the viewpoint
of the hunter when
he’s just been
captured.
Wolves of Currempaw by
William Grill
Extracts from ‘War Horse’
by Michael Morpurgo
---------------------------Entertain and describe
Based on ‘Way home’ by
Libby Hathorn
1. Narrative poem
The Highwayman by Alfred
Noyes and The listeners by
Walter de la Mare,

Summer 2
Weird and wonderful world
Deadman’s Cove by Laura
Marlin

To persuade and inform
1. Write a voice over for

a mockumentary
(plastic bag in school
and New Forest)
2. Persuasive leaflet to
holiday makers
--------------------------------To explain
1. Write an explanation
of the coastal
formations
2. Write an explanation
about how volcanoes
are formed
‘Until I met Dudley’ by
Roger McGough
-------------------------Entertain and informing
Turn a news report into a
narrative
‘This morning I met a whale’
by Michael Morpurgo
1. Turn 1 news event into
a narrative about an
odd event
2. Turn another news
event into a narrative

Theme
Writing

Describe- Describe all the
wonderful things in the world
linked to ‘The Most
Wonderful thing in the world’
by Vivian French.
Entertain- Retell ‘The most
wonderful thing in the world’
by Vivian French

Entertain- Retell a section of
‘Treason’ by Berlie Doherty

Review- Their best and worst
Christmas present

Entertain- Retell a drama
linked to Monarchy (The
Crown, The Queen’
Review- Review a crown (with
a viewpoint)

Recount- Tim Peake news
broadcast returning to Earth

Write a recount (either
positive or negative viewpoint)
about the marriage ceremony
in ‘‘The most wonderful thing
in the world’ by Vivian French’

Recount- Write a news article
about Henry VIII marrying
Jane Seymour (show
viewpoint)

Entertain- To rewrite ‘The
footpath flowers’ (assessment
piece)

Recount- News report about
the King dying in Macbeth
(assessment piece)

Recount- informal email from Tim
Peake half way through
expedition
To inform- write a piece about a
planet
Entertain-

Recount- Diary from the point
of view of Mum in Barnaby
Brocket
Recount- write a news report
about Barnaby Brocket linked
to one in the book
To describe and entertain
Write a poem about an aspect
of Egypt e.g. scarab beatle,
Egyptian God,

Recount- Diary entry from
Barnaby’s point of view from
one adventure (assessment)

Timothy Winters by
Charles Causley
Recount- Diary from one of
his dreams- The Dream
master by Theresa Breslin
Recount- informal letter
from boy to sister
explaining who the dream
master is and what has
happened- The Dream
master by Theresa Breslin

To inform –write a letter
to the government about
the refugee crisis
Entertain (viewpoint) –
write from the viewpoint of
the cat – narrative (Way
home by Libby Hathorn)
Discuss- what is home?

Discuss- should Lulworth
charge an entrance fee?
Review- Lulworth cove trip
Persuade- persuade people to
visit Lulworth
Entertain and describewrite a chapter about an
adventurous dream in
Egyptian times linked to The
Dream master by Theresa
Breslin (assessment piece)
Recount- write a news report
about a natural disaster

